Refrigerated Produce Merchandisers

Cool-looking merchandisers for produce that needs to stay cool!
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ETL NSF
RPM-48
Refrigerated Produce Merchandisers

Standard Benefits and Features:
- Top dimension, 48" X 37 3/8"
- Oak plywood construction
- Solid oak trim with durable water-resistant clear finish
- Access door on rear of unit for easy access to compressor
- Heavy duty casters
- Stainless steel insulated pan with refrigerated serpentine coils
- Stainless steel perforated removable sloped steps in pan
- Self-contained refrigeration
- Unit provided with cord and plug
- FRP interior cabinet base

Available Options:
- Convenient front folding shelf
- Choice of hardwood exterior
- Stain finishes
- In-line design
- Remote refrigeration
- Step dividers
- Chalkboard and signage options

Product Specifications – RPM-48
- WIRED TO CORD/PLUG NEMA 5-15
- 115V, 10.25 AMP, 1PH
- REFRIGERANT R-404a
- DRAIN WITH SHUT-OFF VALVE AND HOSE

Contact your Amtekco sales representative: 1-800-336-4677
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